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patianta,
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X had the opportunity to develop a project in the field of

thia interest.

With tim help of tha graduate nurses on ny

unit an inaervica education program haa hmm developed*

Xt

was a aatiafyii^ ai^parience to rs^liaa that all thoaa idio par
ticipated in developing this plan enjoyed working tofethar to
improve patient care*
ihnreloping and organising an on-going plan for inaervica

education program within thia maall aelected maternity unit vma

a learning proceaa whidh broadened ay pxofeaaional and spiri
tual valuea*

Zn each courae taken there waa reflective think

ing to my own unit.
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their inservice education programs, and supervisors of other
nursing service areas may also find this study helpful.
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CHAPTER I

THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITION OF TERMS USED

Z.

THE PROBLEM

Purpose of the study.

The purpose of this study was

to develop a plan for inseirvlce education for the graduate

staff in a aaall selected maternity unit,* that will encourage
optimum nursing care.

Definition of the

I.

This study is concerned

with the development of a plan for inservice education that
is built on scientific principles of curriculum development
which meets the needs of graduate nurses in a selected
maternity unit.

Need for the study.

The need for this study was

observed in several waysi

1.

At the hospital where this study was conducted the

nurses who worked in delivery room, nursery, and postpartvua

were too widely separated in their individual working areas.
There was lack of preparation and understanding in each
other's job, which contributed to poor interpersonal relation
ships.

2.

New employees to the maternity unit often espressed

the need for improved orientation.

The name of the hospital is not given because of the
personal nature of the findings.

3,

There was no well-planned program of communications

for keeping the staff informed of changes.

4,

There was evidence that nurses wanted to keep up-to-

date with new trends.

5,

KFurses expressed the need for a better organized

health teaching program for the patients.
6,

There was poor attendance and interest in profes

sional meetings.

7,

There was need to help graduate nurses to envision

and accept the challenge that is in nursing.

This need was

particularly observed because the graduate nursing staff con
sisted largely of wives of medical and dental students whose
main interest often centered in the activities of the medi

cal college.

Limitations of the study.

The data and findings of

this study were limited to the graduate staff in one small

selected maternity unit who had been engaged in full-time

«nployment since January 1956, and those working in the unit
at the time the questionnaire was sent out May 14, 1957,
Method of study.

The normative survey approach was

used as the method of research for this study.

First, liter

ature on inservice education and curriculum development was

reviewed (1) to find out early interest and what is being
done now by way of staff education? (2) to find out what
studies have been done on the value of inservice education;

to gain idcNBui for method and content which could be uaed
in developing a planr and (4) to find the principles that
need to be included in developirig an inservice education

progrmn.

Second, the graduates ea^loyed since January 19S6

on the maternity unit were given a questionnaire to guide in
developing the plan*

^Third, the overall plan of inservice

education at the selected hospital was studied to guide in
developing the program for the maternity unit.

Fourth, frcmi

literature reviewed, the suggestions and inci(^nt8 submitted

by the graduate ataff in a gueetionnaire, a plan was developed
for use in the maternity unit.

Zt is hoped that the plan

developed in this study can be integrated into the total
inservice education progrma of the hospital.

II.

DEFINITION OP TERMS USED IS THIS STUDY

Adainistrative Teaching - the methods used on tiie unit

to improve the educational needs of the graduate staff in meet
ing the health needs of the patient.

Conference - a planned meeting, discussion, and group
activity engaged in cooperatively by the staff with super
visory assistance.

Inservice Education - the combination of all those

activities provided by the hospital and other organizations
which give opportunity for professional growth.

- "a method used to discover the component

elements of a job observation, study, and the recording of

pertinent information relating to the nature of a specific

Job."^
Orientation - is that process by which a nurse becomes
acquainted with the hospital organization, facilities, and
administrative policies and procedures.

It refers to a con*

tinuous process during the period of ^ployment.
Registered Nurse - the nurse vfho has met the necessary
educational requirements in a state-approved school of nurs

ing, who is licensed to practice as a registered nurse.

Staff Nurse - the registered nurse who is engaged in
general nursing activities of a unit of this hospital.

Supervisor - the nurse who accepts the responsibility

and leadership for improving the competency of her wsrking
personnel, the patients* nursing care, and the physical
environment of the unit.

H'i Morlan, "Job Analysis - What and Why,"
Journal of Nursing, 56tl285, October, 1956.

As prsviousXy ststsd tMs stu^ is concertisd %#ltli

inssrvics wdacation

profsssionsl. mixwiHi to lisip tliSB

hmecam pri^parsdi to givs ths typs o£ norsiof care wtiidi is

4«mui^ki^ by psopis today, fbis €3*apter will briefly discuss
the rols of the professional nurse, and some goals of inservice
education.

Mclver has suggested five broad basic responsibiUties
as the role of the nurse in every countxyt
1. aiving skilled nursing care to the sick and dis*
^led in accordance with the physical, emotional, and
spiritual needs of the patient, idiether that care is
given in hospitals, Iwjames, schools or industries.
2.

Servii!^ as a health teacher or couneelor to

patients and their fsnilie8»-in their homes, in hospi
tals or sanatoria, in schools or industries.

Because

of her extensive and intimate a^ntact with the family,
she usually has their confidence and so is in a |:K>8ition
to put scientific information into simple language which
they will understand, accept and put into practice.
al situations and conditions wnicn nav..

cant bearing on the health problem and (Dommunieating those
observations to other members of the health te«u» or to

other agencies responsible for that particular situation.
Ihe nurse is a very valuable liaison between the patient
and the physician, the research acdlentiat, the sanitarian,
the m^clal %e»rker, the school teacher, or the industrial
formaan.

4.

Selecting, training, and giving guidance to aux

iliary personnel who are required to fulfill the nursing
service need® of the hospital or public health agency.
This also involves an evaluation of the nursiig needs of
a particular patient and assigning' of personnel in accord
ance with the needs of that patient at a particular time.

5. Participating with other aemibers of the team in
analyzing health needs, determining the services needed,
and in planning the construction of facilities and the
equipment needed to carry out those services effectively.
Brown mentions sane of the characteristics and apti
tudes which are needed by the effective professional nurse

in a rapidly changing and increasingly canplicated civili
zation.

She should CD be alert and self-directingr (2)

evaluate behavior situations readily and function intelli

gently and quickly in response to their variations;

(3)

recognize physical symptoms of illness o^raaonly identified

with organic changes; (4) recognize other manifestations of
illness such as anxieties, conflicts, and frustrations which

have a direct influence on organic changes and are now thought
to be the result of an incompatible interaction between persons

and their environment; and (5) recognize the importance of
directing her actions and verbal expressions on the basis of
a sound understanding of human behavior and human relation

ships in such a way that they will not contribute to further
illness to the patient or counteract the efforts of other
•a

professional workers.
The identification of the basic elements which the

nurse needs to master in giving comprehensive nursing care is
stated in Abdellah's study thuss

Pearl Mclver, "The Ninth World Health Assembly,"
Jtoerican Journal of Nursing, 56:1282, October, 1956.

^Esther Lucile Brown, Nursing For the Future, New York:
Russell Sage Foundation, 1948, p. 74, 75.

Nursing is a service to individuals and to fazniliesi

therefore, to society. It is based upon an art and
science which molds the attitudes, intellectual compe
tencies, and technical skills of the individual into the

desire and ability to care for patients when they are not
able to care for themselves; and to help people, sick or

well, cope with their health needs.^
Peplau further complements the above thinking by say
ing that

Nursing is a significant, therapeutic interpersonal
process- . . . an educative instrument, a maturing force,
that aims to promote forward movement of personality in

the direction of creative, constructive,productive personal,

and community living.5
It has been emphasized that the hospitals which engage
in complex forms of patient care should "analyze their clini
cal nursing service, interpersonal relationships. .. to
determine how. . .the hospital environment can be changed to

foster the nurses professional growth."^ In the light of
this thought it appears that it is the social obligation of
the hospital to help its personnel prepare to meet changes
and help them qualify for increased responsibilities.
It would seem that one of the primary concerns is to

continue helping the professional nurse develop as a person
who is mature and well-adjusted, technically competent, and
professionally responsible as an individual, as a member of
a health team, and as a citizen.

Paye G. Abdellah, "Methods of Identifying Covert
Aspects of Nursing Problems," Nursing Research. 6»6,
June, 1957.

'Hildegard E. Peplau, interpersonal Relations in Nurs
ing.

New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1952, p. 16.
£

Brown, op. cit., pp. 94-95.

Studies have repeatedly shown that there is a need for

well prepared professional nurses.^'® Statistics reported by
the National League for Nursing in its study pertaining to

programs for graduate nurses conducted by university and
college educational units in nursing show the shortage of
prepared nurses.

Even the most qualified person must be learning con

tinually.

Falck, in a recent article concerning inservice

training states, "I know of no job, professional jobs included,
in which there is not the need for a steady increase in know

ledge and skill."®
It seams logical that provision should be made for the

professional nurse to keep pace with the scientific trends and
progress in health fields.

To improve nursing care the mirse must upgrade herself
in the art and science of comprehensive nursing.

The indi

vidual as well as the nursing staff need collectively to

"examine their concepts of nursing and under competent guidance,
develop their nursing skills to embrace not only the patient's
physical needs but also his emotional, intellectual, social.

^American Nurses' Association, Nurses Invest in patient
Care - Preliminary Report on a Five-Year Program of Studies of
Nursing Functions,

New York: American Nurses' Association,

May, 1956.

^National League for Nursing, "Educational Programs for
Graduate Nurses," Nursing Outlook, 3:601-607, November, 1955.

®Hans S. Palck, "Job Satisfaction in the Professions,"
Canadian Nurse, 53:138, February, 1957.

psychological, and spiritual care»"

It takes the total

person to give total care and with this view in mind it
"suggests unlimited possibilities for inservice programs to
achieve ©notional and social integration for each member of

the staff within the framework of professional competency,"^
SUMMARY

The goals for inservice education are to help the

professional nurse (1) to up-grade herself in the art and
science of comprehensive nursing; (2) to advance with the

scientific trends and progress in health fields; and (3) to
develop as a person who is mature and well-adjusted, tech

nically competent, and professionally responsible as an indi
vidual, as a m®nber of a health team, and as a citizen.

^"^Helen Murphey Donovan, "Inservice Programs and Their
Evaluation,"

Nursing Outlook, 4t634, November, 1956.

^^Ibid.

CHAPTER III

TRENDS IN INSERVICE EDOCATlON

This chapter includes a brief review of early and
present interest in staff education and discusses some of
the values of inservice €Klucation.

An examination of litera

ture revealed no known research on the specific topic of a

plan for inservice education in a maternity unit.
I.

INTEREST IN STAFF EDUCATION

Nurses have recognized their need for continuing

inservice education as an essential factor for better quality
nursing care since the early beginnings of professional nurs

ing in America.

Pfefferkorn, in tracing the history of staff

education, pointed out that in its broad implications staff
programs for nurses are as old as organized nursing itself in
this country.

In 1928 articles began to appear in nursing
12

journals esqpressing the need for staff education.*

There was much interest at this time in continuous

education in industrial organizations.

Margaret Hosiman

reported in 1930 that this education for employees in industry

had a marked effect in improving work output. She stressed that

^^Blanche Pfefferkorn, "Improvement of the Nurse in
Service: an Historical Review," American Journal of Nursinc

28:700, July, 1928.

'i

t

it

if individual® operating nac^hinaa needed syeteeiatic instruction,
surely nurse# %dio are engaged in a highly personal service
13

should have continuous instruction.

Xn 1934 BeCk reei^hasised the need for continutnis

instruction for achieving effective nursing care by suggest

ing that every institution which hopes to laaintain its service
at a constant level of efficiency nust have so«e type of staff
education.

She further states that -not to inprove is to go

bac^i hence the hospital.

which BUdces no effort to heap

its staff active and interested in »atters of raoaaemt, falls
14

into a deadly rut, disastrous to progress."

Although early literature on staff edtacation indicated

the general tr«ml, little information is available on the
type of staff education provided by the hospitals. The need,
objectives, end basic principles were presentedf programs
described were mainly diaaaae- or procedhire-centaradi aethoda

of presentation %fere through lectures and demonstrationf and
attendance was usually coapulsory.
The inaervice education described in literature durir^

tlMK lest few years shows a rcataTkable difference.

There is e

trend to use the cooperative curriculum research method as a
more effective way of improving educational prograsui.

More

^^Margaret A. Hosiman, "Graduate Staff Education,"
IE Journal of MUreinq. 30x202, February, 1930.
^^Sister M. Berenice Beck, "Staff Education Prograas,"
m Journal of Kureing. 34x902, September, 1934,

iKjapitals are providing staff education as a means of helping
the professional nurse gain new insights, keep up with recent
trends, and become a more self-directing individual.

•This type of staff education has revealed (1) coopera
tive endeavor; (2) team concepts; (3) free expression by the
staff; (4) variety in methods and approaches which are

patient-centered; (5) improved health teaching programs for
patients; (6) improved orientation; (7) improved environment
and assistance given to the student of nursing by the gradu
ate staff; and (8) increasing trends by hospitals to encourage

and financially assist staff nurses to advance their formal
education by enrolling in university and other college courses,
The need of inservice education in small clinical units

was recognized by the members attending the International Con
ference on the Planning of Nursing Studies under the auspices

of the Florence Nightingale International Foundation which
15

took place in Sevres, France, November 12 to 24, 1956,
II.

VIM.UES OF INSERVICE EDCJCATION

Recent impetus to inservice education has been given

by Captain Drusilla Poole, Army Nurse Coarps, who reported on
a study developed in insejrvice education at the University of
Utopia Hospital.

This study as well as reports by others

Margaret G. Arnstein, "Editorial-International Con
ference on the Planning of Nursing Studies," Nursing Research,
5199, February, 1957.

^^Drusilla R. Poole, et al, "Inservice Education Depart
ment University of Utopia Hospital," Tlie League Exchange,
(No. 11). New York; National League for Nursing, 1956.

indicattt many values of inservice education.

These writers

indicate that inservice educations

X.

Helps the nurse become aware of her educational

needs, and reveals that what was adequate preparation when
she graduated from a school of nursing is not now sufficient.
2.

Stimulates professional growth, personal ccmipetency,

and individual responsibility.

3.

Maintains a better prepared and more satisfied

4.

Stimulates critical and creative thinking,

5.

Encourages each person to feel his wjrth as a

staff.

member of a team.

6.

Assists in planning, interpreting, and evaluating

professional activities.

7.

Assists in the solution of problaas faced by the

nursing staff as they attempt to keep pace with rapid medical
progress.

8,

Improves patient care.

9,

Improves productivity and conserves nursing man power

through more satisfied nurses.

SUMMARY

The early trends in inservice education were influenced

by the necessity for better quality nursing care.

The need,

objectives, and basic principles were presented; programs
described were mainly disease- or procedure-centered, and

method# of presentation were through lecture# and demonstra
tion.

Trends in inservice education the last few years show

the rise of the cooperative curriculum research method as a
more effective way of improving educational program#.

This

method provides a broader way of helping the professional

nurse gain new insights, Xeep up with recent trends# and
become a more self-directing, satisfied individual as nurs
ing care is improved.

CHAPTER IV

PROCEDURE USED IN STUDY

Thus far In this report attention has been given to

the development and values of inservice education.

Only as

the nurses become involved in the planning of their inservice

education program can certain values be achieved.

This

chapter shows how the writer endeavored to work with those
concerned in developing the plan for inservice education on
the maternity unit.

The process used in the study has fallen logically
into five steps.

I.

STUDY OF THE HOSPITAL INSERVICE EDUCATION PROGRAM

In the hospital in which this study was made the

importance of inservice education is asaphasized to both the
professional and non-professional nurse, each group having
its separate classes and meetings.
The existing inservice education program in the hospi
tal was studied to find out what was being done for profes
sional nurses and what more was needed in inservice education

for the nurse working in the maternity unit.
There is a full-time director of inservice education.

A planned inservice educational program is regularly con
ducted (a typical schedule for one month is included in

Appendix III)•

The current program for the professional nurse Is as
followst

^ard class.

A ward class for registered nurses

is held twice a month on the morning shift, and repeated on
the afternoon shift.

These ward classes are patient-centered.

Team conference.

Team conferences are held daily,

Monday through Thursday on each unit to discuss patient care.
Twice a month all team leaders in the hospital have a general
meeting.

.ng.

Professional nurses

Once a month, a program

is held for all registered nurses on a topic of general
interest.

Executive committee.

Supervisors and head nurses meet

in what is known as the executive committee once a month to

discuss administrative and supervisory problems.

r.

Head Nurses

Once a month on both the morning

and afternoon shifts the head nurses hold a meeting to discuss
mutual probl^s.

Film

u

Once a month the professional nurses

Join the general hospital employees in viewing an educational
film.

Physicians conferences.

Physicians in the various medical

specialties hold a conference about every 3 months.

The

Obstetrical and Gynecological group liieet every nonth.

Profes

sional nurses are invited to attend these iwidical staff con
ferences*

California itate nurses' Association JDistrict Weetinqs.
h Institutes and

u

The

hospital has a separate fund to pay the way of selected nurses
to state meetings and Workshops.

Professional nurses are encouraged to study on a full

or part-time basis toward a degree*

XZ.

O^IFI^IiCS WITH GKADUATE STAFF HUIISES

The writer discussed with the graduate staff on the

maternity unit her interest in insexrvrice education} first
with individuals ar^ then with the group in a conference*

The graduate staff engaged in the planning of this
conference.

A week before the meeting each graduate was

given a %n:itten notification of the meeting asking her
participation in making up the agenda*
discussion were returned in writing.

Fifteen topics for

The topics centered on

improvement of procedures, acbninistrative clarification and
improving patient care.

The Director of Nursing Service was invited and
attended this meeting.

All graduate nursea on Vm nuiternity

unit except one were present.

This one gnuhiate was not givan

relief frcMt the work and ihe felt "left out."

The nurses were given tlMt opportunity to <<^ice their

opinions of the conference in writing, fhere was recognition
and interest in the importance of conducting more such meet
ings.

III.

SELECTED INDIVIDUAL INTERVIEWS

Brief personal interviews were held with six maternity
instructors and supervisors frcan hospitals in the Los Angeles
area to obtain ideas on inservice education and suggestions

for preparing the questionnaire.

Only one supervisor stated

that her maternity unit had a planned but limited inservice

education program (monthly meetings) which she felt was
successful and at least partially met the needs for her gradu
ate staff.

IV.

PREPARATION OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE

A questionnaire was prepared (1) to discover on-the-

job needs of the graduate nurses on the maternity unit? (2)
to gain their suggestions for inservice education; (3) to
find out their ideas for improving the orientation program;

(4) to encourage their participation in the development of

the plan; and (5) to locate incidents as a means of establish
ing the need for the study.
V,

CONDUCTING OF PILOT STUDY

An interview pilot study was given prior to the mail

ing of the proposed questionnaires in order to validate the
form and content.

It was tested through personal interview

with twelve instructors and supervisors employed in the hospi

tal,

During the interview each question was carefully dis

cussed and analyzed.

The test group criticized and evaluated

the questionnaire and made suggestions for revisions.

This pilot study served as a valuable preliminary

survey and revealed some of the attitudes, interests and
needs expressed for a survey in developing an inservice edu
cation program.

Later, these attitudes proved significant

in the more comprehensive survey.

Those interviewed danon-

strated that the questions were vital and pertinent, and
this aided considerably in formulating the final questionnaire.
After careful reevaluation of the preliminary sug

gestions given, the main questionnaire was so constructed that
information assaabled would fall into five major areast (1)

general - length of employment and reason for leaving? (2)
inservice education? (3) orientation? (4) patient-centered

nursing needs? and (5) incidents.

The questionnaire was

composed of a chee^ list, open-ended questions and a page of
recording of incidents.

The revised questionnaire with covering letter was sent

to those nurses who had been ®nployed in the maternity unit

since January 1956 and those working in the unit at the time

the questionnaire was sent out on May 14, 1957.

A complete

list of thirty-five graduate nurses aaployed since January 1956
was obtained from the office of the Diirector of Nursing Sejn^'ice.

Twenty-five or seventy-one per cent of the graduate
nurses replied.

Twelve of the seventeen who had left since

January 1956, and thirteen of the eighteen graduate# etlll

employed on the unit responded. Two grat&iates a few weeks later
expressed their ri^rets In writing for not having noted the
return date for the questionnaire.

on a long vacation at the time.

One stated Idiat she %ms

The interest in the study was

shown by many personal letters which wo:wi Included %rlth the
questionnaire, giving other suggestions and C3q?ressing an
Interest In the study.

When the questionnaires were returned, the data was

categorised according toi (I) general data—giving Information
on length of oaqjloyment and reason for leaving; (2) Inservlce
education data; (3) orientation data; (4) patient-centered

nursing needs data; and (5) incidents*

The Incidents were

then read, evaluated and sinomarlsed (see Appendix V for sum
marization of the Incidents)•

fhese were classified ln1x> the

following three major areast (I) Incidents related to profes
sional relationships; (2) Incidents related to orientation;

and (3) incidents related to patient-centered nursing needs.
SUWMAaV

Five major steps were employed to gather the desired
information for this study.

These included (I) a study of the

overall hospital lnservic» education plan; (2) conferences iirlth
staff nurses early In the study; (3) selected Individual Inter

views; (4) preparation of a questionnaire for the nurses; and
(5) the conducting of a pilot study and evaluation prior to
mailing the final questionnaire.

CHAPTER V

PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA

As was stated in Chapter IV, questionnaires were sent

to thirty-five graduate nurses.

Twenty-five or seventy-one

per cent of these questionnaires were returned.

From these

twenty-five replies the data for this chapter was gathered.
I.

GENERAL DATA

Length of graduates * aanplovroent.

Prom the general data

regarding the participants' length of employment it was found
that there were three graduates who had been employed three
months or less; ten, six to nine months; two, nine months to

one year, and ten more than one year.

Approximately half

were employed for nine months or less.
Reasons given by

Data gathered

regarding those who had left the materioity unit revealed that
there were twelve nurses out of seventeen who had left since

January, 1956.

The reasons given were: husbands (medical

students) were transfared to another campus - 4; retired - I;

to accept job as an instructor - I; in order to work a morning
shift - I; personal and family reasons - 5.

Two graduates

working on the maternity unit reported that if they did
leave it would be because they had to work too many week-ends.

One graduate stated, "at present X average one week-end off

in every four weeks,"

It was difficult to tell frcxm the

responses to what extent the turnover was caused by dissatis
faction.

II.

INSERVICE EDUCATION

Professional

[,

Regarding the extent to which

professional meetings were attended, it will be noted in
Table I that there was a close correlation in the number of

participants who did not check the various meetings whether
invited to attend or not.

Professional Nurse meetings and

R.N. Ward classes were susst frequently attended.

From all

eight types of professional meetings offeredj the twenty-five
participants were invited to attend fifty-four tiroes.

One

participant stated that professional meetings were announced
in writing and she took for granted that she was always

invited.

One stated that she regularly attended R.N. Ward

classes, and three stated they were invited several times to

attend C.S.N.A. meetings, professional meetings and R.N.
Ward classes.

From all eight of these types of professional meetings

offered regularly, twenty-five participants attended 160 meet
ings during the sixteen months covered by the questionnaire.
One stated she regularly attended professional nurses meet

ings, one stated "usually," one stated "many times" and one
stated "every time I could."

Twenty of the twenty-five participants gave reasons for
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PROFESSIONAL MEETINGS ATTENDED BY GRADUATE STAFF
DURING PERIOD OF EMPLOYMENT

TABLE I

attending or not attending professional meetings. The

general interests for attending were, to "keep up" in
their professional growth, to contribute suggestions, to
tend toward better personnel relations, and the need to
identify with a professional group.

Specific ccmunents

may be read in Appendix IVtl.
Some of the most common reasons for not attending

professional meetings werej

not relieved from work, not

scheduled at a convenient time, transportation problaa to
aame back on off-duty hours, meetings on days off, not
informed or invited to attend the meetings, not a member

of C.S.N.A., R.N. ward classes are Wednesday night—^would
rather attend prayer meeting (Wednesday evening),

too

tired, too tied up with personal responsibilities, working

nights, and needed rest. Specific comments may be seen in
Appendix IV:2.
Interests

unit classes.

Twenty-three of

the respondents stated they would welcome regularly planned
classes, and two stated they had no interest in such meet

ings. (Table II) One participant stated that she thought
meetings probably would be good but could not promise to
attend because she was working nights and felt the need of
rest for health reasons.

Another stated that if classes

were held the nurses should be relieved in order to attend.

Twenty-three of the twenty-five ansv/ered the question

regarding time, length, and frequency of meetings. Concerning

on- and off-duty time, eighteen indicated they preferred on-

duty time, four, off-duty time, and one stated on- and offduty time.

Five did not respond in regard to class on day

off, one stated "yes," seventeen stated "no," and two stated

"occasionally—on days off."

Six did not specify the hour

of the day the class should be conducted.

One stated a

variety in time to meet needs of all? ten expressed a desire
for 2-5 p.m.} six stated 7i30 a.m. or 10s30 p.m.; and two
stated 7-8 p.m.

Three did not state how long they wished

each meeting to be;

fourteen stated one hour to one and one-

half hours; four stated one-half to one hour; and four stated
one-fourth to one-half hour.

Three did not indicate a prefer

ence in the frequency of the classes; seventeen stated once
or twice a month; five expressed an interest for once or

twice a week.

One participant expressed a desire to have

some classes two or three times a week, morning and after
noon.

Interest

of unit classes.

in the

Of the twenty-five participating graduates,

twenty stated that they would be willing to participate in

the development of unit classes, one was interested but
retiring soon; one stated this planning was for younger
nurses, and one stated she preferred to be one of the audi
ence.

A '\'1

TABLE II

INTEREST OF GRADUATE STAFF IN UNIT CLASSES

RELATIVE TO PREFERRED TIME, LENGTH, AND FREQUENCY

Number

responding

Interest in Regular Unit Classes. . Yes 23
No interest

2

On-duty time . ,
Off-duty time
,
On- and off-duty

On day off ....
Occasional days off

Hour of day
Between 2-5 p.m
7t30 a.m. or 10t30 p.m. . •
7—8 p.m.
... ......
Variety, to meet need of all

Length of each meeting
1 to 1^5 hour .. ,
to 1 hour

.. .

% to Jg hour

•. «

Frequency
Once or twice a month
Once or twice a weelc

No

response Total

given to

)rofe88lonal

Eighteen out of twenty-five offered suggestions for con
sideration in developing content for the proposed inservice
education.

The topics included these areass

1,

Unit and individual subscriptions to nursing

2.

Case studies and interesting cases with films on

related subjects.

3.

New developments in research in obstetrics.

4.

Care of implications, mergency situations and

safety measures, especially in the delivery rocnn.
5.

Lectures on anesthesia and new drugs.

6.

Professional relationships involving doctors,

patients, and the public on duty and off duty.

7.

The role of nursing students in maternity (both

laboratory and practicum) and what is expected of them.
8.

Relation of the graduate nurse to the practical

and older nurse.

9.
10.

Thorough consistent orientation.
Presentation and position of fetus in utero, use

of forceps.
11.

New ideas obtained from other maternity units,

through attending meetings in various hospitals with reevaluation of local unit, methods and adaptation of the
desirable new ideas which might be used to improve the
service.

12,

Care of the pranature infant and detailed infor

mation in the use of the various kinds of incubators in the
nursery.

13.

Study of questions and answers most frequently

asked by patients,

14.

Ways to detect and meet the emotional needs

("mental therapy") of the patient through the prenatal«
intranatal and postnatal periods.
15.

The use of health education and aids or tools

which are best employed to prepare the mother to become
more competent in the care of herself, her baby, and her
family.

Specific comments may be found in Appendix IVs3,

given to

lob satisfaction.

Sixteen out of twenty-five of the graduates gave the follow

ing suggestions as to ways to improve job satisfaction:
1.

More facilities and equipment with which to

complete care in the time allowed,
2,

Meeting with group participation to "iron" out

problems, or using any other means which would result in
more efficient service to the patient.

3,

Better understanding between off-going and on-

a^ming shift,
4.

Teamvnsrk between head nurse and other nurses,

including personnel working in the nursery and delivery
room.

■1.

5.

Interpersonal relationships? how to understand

ourselves and others? how to work together so all will share
the load of unit responsibilities? ability to get along with
others? religious beliefs.
6.

How to best care for emergencies.

7.

Proper orientation of new workers.

8.

Rotation of shifts.

9.

Introduction of the newborn baby to mother and

father.

10.

Including the fathers in classes in the care of

the newborn.

11.

Understanding of job analysis and descriptions.

12.

Better understanding of procedures.

Specific coimnents may be studied in Appendix IVi4.
III.

ORIEliTATION

From the data received twenty-two of the graduates
responded as to whether or not their orientation gave a

feeling of security and preparation in advance to meet
ixmnediate situationss
and

nine stated "yes"? four stated "yes

no"? and one stated "it was too long ago to remeoO^er."

strengths in orientation.

The twenty-one graduates

who commented on this section of the questionnaire said they

thought the strengths of their orientation program included?
1.

Sufficient time to leam routines and procedures

correctly in all divisions (nursery, delivery room and post-

partum) to meet any emergency on the maternity unit.

2.

The nurse giving the orientation being thoroughly

acquainted with all procedures and the routine practices of
the unit and hospital.

3.

A well organized procedure manual.

4.

Individual instruction and demonstration by super

visor or head nurse.

5.

Orientation procedure checks.

6.

Friendly* helpful, and understanding attitude to j-'"

make one comfortable by introductions to other personnel
and taking time to answer questions.

Specific comments are quoted in Appendix IVt5.
Weaknesses in orientation.

Nineteen out of twenty-

five of the graduates gave the following weaknesses in
their orientation programt

1.

NO definite planned program in orientation.

2.

Insufficient time given in the orientation

program to work with someone long enough to meet the need
and emergencies when left to work alone.
3,

The one who gave the orientation had too many

other responsibilities.

4,

Orientation not always given by graduate staff

members.

5.

Not enough individual instmiction and danon-

stration in all procedures and practices on the unit.
6.

Too many situations and procedures given too

early in the orientation and not enough time given to ask

questions—nurse talked too fast.
7.

Not enough orientation on all shifts.

8.

Failed to refer nurse to orientation devices!

for example, job descriptions.

9. Assignments much greater than one person could
handle adequately without detriment to health and dispo
sition.

10.

Not enough orientation on the day shift before

assigned to the night shift.

Specific comments may be studied in Appendix IVs6.
Individuals indicated by

nurses as con

tributing most to their orientation. Twelve felt the staff
nurse contributed most to their orientation! nine stated
that it was the supervisor.
contributed most.

Two thought the head nurse

Tvro graduates did not respond to this

question. (Table III) One graduate felt in the course of
time that all these contributed a great deal in the orien

tation progrean; another thought the staff nurse working

closely with the new employee was the most help and did an
excellent jobi and another stated that the staff nurse was

the only one who really had time between 2i30 and 3s00 p.m.
Other means mentioned by the graduates includedi (1) obser

vation; (2) trial and error; (3) the practical nurse ("I

must say" helped the most), and (4) the procedure manual.

TABLE III

INDIVIDUALS CONTRIBUTING MOST TO THE ORIENTATION
OF THE GRADUATE STAFF AS REPORTED IN THE STUDY

Number of
Nurses

No

response

Staff Nurse

Supervisor
Head Nurse

Total

Most

aids to orientation.

The means that were

used which gave the most help in the orientation of new gradu
ate nurses are shown in Table IV.

The most helpful was

through individual instruction; the next most helpful was the use
of the procedure book; then the demonstration; and finally the
job description.

The least helpful was the lecture method. One

graduate stated that she was not aware of lectures on the unit;
another was not aware of a procedure book or a policy manual,
and another stated that there were no discussion groups.

enqth of time the qraduates thought should have been

spent in orientation.

As to opinions regarding the length of

time the participating graduates thought they should have had
in their orientation program, three graduates thought they
should have had from two to twenty-four hours orientation if
the individual was a recent graduate of the same school;

three

stated "several days" within each division of the unit? and
six stated that it should not be less than one to two weeks.

Five did not respond to this question.

The following are scwne of the remarks and suggestions

made by the graduates concerning the length of orientation:

(1) enough time to demonstrate all procedures used on the unit
and time for return demonstration? (2) scmieone working witdi the
nurse at least one week? (3) twelve weeks or axsre with the new

graduate, leave on her own, after two weeks orientation in each
area with observation? (4) one month for a new worker in hospi*
tal—less time for one trained in the hospital—enough time to

develop confidence? (5) one to two weeks in one specific areashould have a secure feeling before being transfered to another
area.

TABLE IV

MOST HELPFUL AIDS TO ORIENTATION
ACCORDING TO STATED VALUE

Aids to
orientation

Level of value from

i, m « I

highest to lowest

<a 4J m c

js

fi a

ji.

1 2

Q

h

3 4 5 6 7 8 gg, gag

2

4

1

4
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6 11

4

1

3

25
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3

8

1

2

5

25

4 10

I

I

8

25

Policy Manual

2

5

4

8

25

Discussion Groups

3

7

7

8

25

8

25

Individual Instruction

Job Description

Lectures

13

6

3

5

2 11
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Suggestions for better orientation.

Of the twenty-five

participating graduates twenty gave suggestions for a better

orientation of new personnel.

They maintained (1) it would

depend on aptness of the individual and experience available
at the time the new worker is being orientated? (2) enough time
should be spent to acquire a reasonable amount of information?

not all personnel would need the same amount of time? (3) all

personnel should be oriented on the 7-3 shift? (4) personnel
should be ®aployed far enough in advance of need so that ade
quate time can be spent in orientation? (5) procedure and job
analysis manuals should be available and kept up-to-date?and

(6) new personnel should work with someone else until they
feel more secure and capable of handling emergency situ
ations.

Specific comments may be studied in Appendix 1V|7

IV,

PATIENT-CENTERED NURSING NEEDS

by the

patient care.

to better

Seventeen graduates proposed improv®nents

which would contribute to better patient care.

They pertained

to more convenient physical setting of the unit, more equip
ment for special treatment, better orientation, ad^uate and
competent personnel, re-evaluation of nonessential duties on

the graduate level, better understanding at change of shifts.
Improved health teaching for the individual patient, and
prenatal classes.

Specific ccmaaents may be studied in Appendix lVi8,

Suggeetiona by the graduatea in regard to the health
teaching program.

Twenty-one graduates described how they

would like the health teaching program conducted for patients.
Their suggestions werei

1.

Re-evaluation of the existing health teaching

program to the patient so all personnel on the unit can have
a part and know who is to teach—what, when and how.

2.

Special classes for all nurses on the unit to stimu

late and guide them in the use of health teaching aids, how to

instruct the patient, and help them realize the satisfaction
that comes from teaching new mothers.

3.

A method of orienting the patient to her routine

care in the hospital.
4.

Classes for the postpartum patient two times a

week to assure all patients an opportunity to attend.

The

nurses suggested these classes should include; (a) bath and
formula daaonstration; (b) lecture with films; and (c) a
broader scope of instruction as to some of the normal things
which can be expected after the patient leaves the hospital,
giving information regarding what measures to use in care of
feeding problems, colic, etc.
5.

Extra individual instruction for the uncertain and

motional patient—both dmonstration and return.
6.

Give students opportunity to assist with and

conduct postpartum classes.
7-

Life and Health magazine for each ward unit.

Specific comments may be studied in Appendix IV;9.

asked by

unprepared to answer.

which

felt

There were fifteen out of the twenty-

five graduates who felt unprepared to answer adequately

specific questions that patients had asked thaa*

Many of the

questions referred to information concerning the Rh factor.
A number of the nurses could not rem®nber specific questions,

but felt that they should be prepared to refer questions to
correct sources, or give a satisfactory and intelligent
answer to the patient.

Specific comments may be studied in Appendix IVilO.
Recommendations for

in making suggestions.

of freedom

Seventeen nurses enximerated ways to

promote greater freedom in making suggestions about their

work and patient care,
memo book.

A number mentioned a question box and

Others felt a need for general unit meetings with

group expression and participation which would lend to co

operative professional relationship, communicative understand
ing, and create an atmosphere of acceptance.

Specific coimnents may be studied in Appendix IVsll.
V.

CRITICAL INCIDENTS*

Data on problems encountered by all twenty-five gradu
ate nurses were identified through thirty-nine "critical inci

dents."^^ These incidents reflect the most noteworthy problems

John C. Flanagan, "The Critical Incident Technique,"
Logical Bulletin, 51:327, July, 1954.
*A "critical incident" as described by Flanagan is

encountered by the graduate staff in the maternity unit.
The greatest number of incidents toolc place in the

delivery room (fifteen); on poetpartum (seven); nursery (seven)j
labor room (seven)j and in other areas (three). (Table V).
TABLE V

MATERNITY UNIT AREA WHERE CRITICAL INCIDENTS
REPORTED BY GRADUATE STAFF OCCURRED

Number of
Location of incidents

nurses

Delivery Room
Labor Room

Nursery

.,

Postpartum
Other

. ,.

Total

The largest number of these incidents took place

between graduate and graduate# head nurse and graduate# and
graduate and doctor.

(Table VI)#

"any observable human activity that is sufficiently complete
in itself to permit inferences and predictions to be made
about the person performing the act." The critical incidents
used in this study were actual behavior occurrences which were
observed by the graduates and which were unusual enough to have
had a noticeable effect on the individuals observing the
incidents.

TABLE VI

POSITIONS AND/OR TITLES OF INDIVIDUALS INVOLVED IN
INCIDENTS REPORTED BY GRADUATE STAFF

Position and/or title

Nurober

Graduate and Graduate
Head Nurse and Graduate

Graduate and Doctor
Graduate and Patient or Patient's Husband

•

Supervisor and Graduate
Graduate and Doctor and Patient
Head Nurse and Doctor

Doctor, Patient, and Nurse Aide

LVN, Supervisor, and Graduate
LVN and Patient

LVN and Undergraduate
Total « .

The greatest nianber of incidents (nineteen) tooh
place from January to May 1957, and thirteen took place

from January to December 1956. (Table VII).
incidents occurred on the p.m. shift;

Seventeen

fourteen on the a.m.

shift; and eight on the night shift. (Table VIII),

TABLE VII

APPROXIMATE DATES OF INCIDENTS
REPORTED BY GRADUATE STAFF

Number

Date

January to May 1957 ..

January to December 1956
Before 1956
Indefinite

.....

. 39

Total

TABLE VIII

TIME OF DAY INCIDENTS OCCURRED
AS REPORTED IN STUDY

Nxjimber

Time

P.M. Shift

A.M. Shift

Night Shift
Total .

There appeared to be a great deal of overlapping within
the areas concerned, as reported in the various incidents!

however, they were finally grouped into three major categories

of problems as shown in Table IXs

(1) incidents related to

professional relationshipsy (2) incidents related to orien
tation; and (3) incidents related to patient-centered nursing
needs.

See Appendix V for stsnnariration of these.

TABLE IX

NUMBER OF REPORTED INCIDENTS CLASSIFIED
ACCORDING TO CATEGORIES OF PROBLEMS

Categories

Nvunber

Incidents related to professional
relationships
.
Incidents related to orientation

Incidents related to patient-centered
nursing needs

....
Total,

SUMMARY

A questionnaire with covering letter was sent to those
nurses who had been mployed in the maternity unit since
January, 1956, and those working on the unit at the time the

questionnaire was sent out May 14, 1957.

Twenty-five or

seventy-one per cent of these questionnaires were returned.
Frexa these twenty-five replies the data for this chapter was

gathered.

The questionnaire was oxa£K>sed of a check list,

open-ended questions, and a page for recording incidents.
About half the graduate nurse staff on the maternity

unit had been employed more than one year, the majority of
those who left apparently did so for reasons other than those
concerned with job satisfaction.

Twenty-three of the twenty-

five said they would welcome regularly planned meetings that
dealt with maternity unit problems and personal development

for improving patient care.

Questionnaire responses indicated

a great need for strengthening the orientation program, and
many suggestions were given for accomplishing this.

Seventeen

graduates proposed improvements which would contribute to
better patient care; these were largely centered around the
need of preparing themselves to do better health teaching*
Critical incidents recorded by the graduate staff revealed

problems which they had encountered relating to professional
relationships, orientation, and patient-centered nursing
needs*

CHAPTER VI

A PLAN FOR INSERVICE EDUCATION

I.

PRINCIPLES AND OBJECTIVES STATED

In considering the fundamentals of producing a plan
for inservice education, principles of curriculiim develo|Haent
were considered.

Perrodin states that principles are "guides

to practices or methods of performances; they dignify and

lift practices from purely mechanical to the level of shills
17

or coordinated and intelligent performance."'

Nyswander has said, "If an educational principle is
sound it has wide applications.

It is not specific to one

situation; it is not the property of one profession.

A

valid principle in education lends itself to examination in

many contexts and by many people."^®
Sand states that learning is manifested by change in
19

behavior and the change should persist.

The principles of

learning as developed by Sand have been accepted as a partial
basis in developing a plan which would lend itself toward

Cecilia M. Perrodin, Supervision of Nursing Service

Personnel. New York: Macmillan Company, 1954, p. 151.

^®Dorothy B. Nyswander, "Education for Health—Some
Principles and Their Application," California*s Health,
14:65, Novonber 1, 1956.
19

Ole Sand, Curriculum Study in Basic Nursing Edu
cation, New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1955, pp. 54-60.

ifscxeasing tlie effectlveneas of incervic® education.

These

principles soSbodly the following conceptsi (1) learnii^ takes
place more effectively when an individual is ready to learn;
(2) individual difference# must he considered if effective
learning is to take place; (3) jawativation is essential for
learning; (4) what the individual learns in any given situ

ation depend# upon what is perceived; (5) an individual learns
what is actually used; (6) learning takes place more effectively
in situations where the individual derives feelings of satis

faction; (7) reoognition of similarities and dissimilarities

between past #:i^erience and the present situation facilitates
the transfer of learning; (8) interpersonal relationships are

important in motivation and in determining the kind of social*
eamotional, and intellectual behavior which merges from the

learning situation; and (9) evaluation by both the student
and the teacher is essential for determining whether desira20

ble changes in behavior are actually taking place.

From the earliest discussions and planning for inservice

education on the maternity unit increasing interest was revealed
hy the graduate nurses.

Evaluation and re-organization le««i-

ing to the development of a plan were begun immediately by the

entire inter-departmental graduate staff in all divisions of
the unit.

The democratic group processes durii^ this period

have become a means of challenging the staff to increasir^

participation as inservice education has progrsssi^.

'ibid.

A nuatlMir

of the changes have been initiated by the graduates thmselvesj
and there is evidence of improved morale.

hs has been indicated, the philosophy and objectives
for inservice education programs of a unit should be in agree
ment with the objectives of the existing program in the hospi
tal.

The following objectives were used as a guide in the

preparation of the plan for inservice education on the maternity
unit.

Tiie main objective is to provide an environment to assist

the graduate staff to develop professionally, personally, and
intellectually to become more capable of meeting the physical,
emotional, social, and spiritual needs of imsthers and infants
entrusted to their care, as well as the families.

Contributory objectives to attain the main objective
werex

1.

TO provide an environment which would encouragei

a.

Continual personal development, professional
competency, and spiritual growth,

b.

Increasing interest in creative planning for
competent nursing care.

c.

Greater job satisfaction by recognizing the
worth of each individual.

d.

2.

Development of an effective initial and continu
ing program for the new employee in regard to
changes, policies, functions, techniques, and new
equipment.

To assist each meaibev in the unitx

a.

To acquire a Knowledge of new scientific princi
ples and skills as needed in providing quality
nursing care.

b.

To sense her responsibility as a health teacher
to the maternity patient and her family.

c.
: '

TO promote constructive communicative processes
and effective relationships with patients and
their families as well as with her co-workers.

d.

To utilize for her own growth the resources

available from allied educational programs and

professional groups in the hospital and com
munity.

e.

To participate, support and understand research
being conducted on the unit as well as in other
unit areas of the hospital.

With these objectives in mind the following plan is
being introduced on the maternity unit.
II.

ORIENTATION

To meet the need repeatedly expressed in the question
naire, an orientation program for the new graduate nurse

employee is being planned and introduced. It is recognized
that an orientation program in a unit such as maternity where

interJTuptions may be sudden and dramatic, cannot be set but
must be adapted to meet specific situations.

The original orientation naturally begins in the nurs

ing office and will be re-enforced on the unit. As was stated
in the questionnaire responses, a closer tie might be achieved
between the maternity unit and nursing office.

Advance planning.

Background information regarding the

individual who is to be oriented should be obtained from the

nursing office as this will have an important bearing on the
type and length of orientation given. At this time also the
date for the next general hospital and campus tour will be
obtained.

wlio Will «8«ist in tlte orientation will be the

•i;q»ervi8or« the hewl nurse, the tesm leader on postpartun
service, and the fraduates in charge o£ delivery rooe and
nursery*

fhis orientation teisi will decide the specific areas

to be presented to the new employee and by yfham,
A brief outline suggesting the various areas of responsi

bility in the orientation of new esployees followst
Area of supervisor's responsibility!
1*

Ooorination of the orientation plan for each new

graduate nurse.
2*

Over-all view of unit and facilities with intro

duction to personnel as they are net*

3*

Review of unit end hospital policies as they are

related to the laaternity unit.

4.

Discussion of nurse's responsibilities and privi-

5.

Introduction of tl^ eaeiating inservics sducation

legea.

program plan of ths hospital and unit.

1.

Continuation and st^»pleaentation of the information

and demonstrate as indicatsd more detailed phases such as

nedidns room* supply arsM* and specific nursing routines
and procedures.

2.

In the absence of the supervisor the IummI nurse

assumes the responsibility for the orientation.

iur«« of staff nurses* rasponsibilityt
It

XntsrpretatioR of i^nctions

procedures in

allowed to keep the fimdiiate at ease and interested, she i^hould
not be bosibard«i with a store of facts.

There should be tine

for qpiestions and two-way comunications.

It is is^rtant to

it^ critici«a and minirairing corrections.

Xt is egually

iB^rtant to avoid correction in the presence of others, to
withhold blase and censure, and to work courteously and undeir*

stauodiii^ly especially until the nurse feels secure.

ks far as j^ssible all nurses will receive initial
orientation during th» day shift.
k sunnary of the initial activities of a typical progran
in the orientation iBight includet

First dayt

The new graduate reports to the unit super

visor at the honx specified.

There will be a brief individual

conference in order for the supervisor to beoane better

acquainted with the interests and past eo^erience of the new
nurse.

She will then be taken on a tour of the entire unit.

with introduction to personnel as they are aiet.

This tour

will include physical facilities; location of bulletin boards,
designated areas where time and work schedules or other

miscellaneous activities are posted? and the place where she
may keep her personal belongings, eat her lunch, and rest.
Another conference with this new memaber will give a
detailed review of all available orientation devices and

their location, as policies and manuals, and a detailed job
description of her initial assignment.

A hospital and campus

tour with dinner "on the house" will be arranged.

The luncheon

hour will be planned with a small group of the graduates on the
unit to help the new graduate to become better acquainted with
co-workers.

The rest of the day will be used for observation and

attendance of any planned unit or hospital meetings.
Second days

The new graduate will be given an oppor

tunity to look over her specific job description, files, ori

entation materials for routine patient care, including procedure

and policy manual.

If time permits she will be assigned to

observe and work with another graduate who is well acquainted
with the unit.

Luncheon and attendance of meetings will again be
planned the same as the first day.
Another individual conference with the supervisor will

be arranged giving opportunity for additional review and
questions.

Third days

On this day the new graduate will work with

another staff nurse in the area of her first assignment.

This team-type orientation will continue daily until the
nurse feels secure.

A need for this was stressed by the graduates

in their questionnaire replies.

The length of this preliminary

orientation period will vary with the individual nurse.
Another conference and preliminary evaluation with the

supearvisor, luncheon, and attendance of meetings will be
arranged as on the previous days.
of orientation.

Follow-up

The new graduate will

be given planned experience in postpartum, nursery, and delivery
room to help her become acquainted with intra-unit areas.

As

soon as possible she will be placed on her own, in the position
for which she was hired.

A special effort will be made to

encourage questions and to let her know how she is doing.
Evaluation*

During and following the orientation,

evaluations of its effectiveness will be done with opportunity

to supplement weaknesses revealed.
111.

MEETINGS AND CONFERENCES

The supervisor and head nurse will select three other

graduates (from postpartum, nursery, and delivery room) to
form a committee to plan the various meetings.

Opportunity

will be given the staff nurses to choose a chairman and
secretary to assist with these meetings, possibly for two
weeks or a month at a time.

Graduate staff

.ngs.

Graduate staff meetings will

be conducted once a week at the change, of shifts for one-half

hour.

Inasmuch as the graduates requested that as much of
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the inservice program as possible be conducted during on-duty
hours, these meetings will be alternated from 6i30 a.m. one

week to 2s30 p.m. the next week so that all can attend during

on-duty hours (see Chapter V).

h graduate chosen by the group

will report pertinent information from the meetings to the
nurses on the next shift.

This should strengthen communications.

An attempt will be made to schedule the graduate nurses on duty
the day of the meeting.

Some typical topics, as requested by the graduates in
their questionnaires aret

1.

Orientation—changes for improvement,

2.

Procedures and techniques—revisions and setting

up of new techniques.

This would include new

equipment.

3.

Professional relationships—nurse-patient, nursedoctor, nurse-family, nurse-ccmanunity, nursefellow worker, nurse-student and her relationship
to all working personnel during laboratory and
practicum.

4.

Preventive and safety measures—employees and
patients. Conservation of nurses' strength and
health.

5.

Emergency,' situations—how the nurses may meet thm.

6.

Recent trends—general maternity, and practices in
other hospitals.

7.

Emotional aspects—how to detect and meet needs of
individual patients.

8.

Spiritual, opportunities—personal talks and. prayer,
referral to chaplain's office, radio, television,
literature.

9.

10.

Policy changes and additions—communications.
These will be accompanied by written notices,
Health teaching—how and where. This will include
participation in prenatal and postpartum classes,
using visual aids.

11. Answers to questions most frequently asked by
patients and visitors.

12. Counseling and evaluation—of unit activities and
methods.

Topics for graduate staff meetings would in no way

be static. Verbalized needs of immediate import to the staff
would be the topic of choice.

Graduate staff ward class* These will be once a month

on a specified day (inviting graduates from other units in
the hospital when the topic is of general interest) for the

purpose of presenting special patient-centered topics suggested
by the graduates for their participation and discussion.
Sample topics to be presented as suggested by the
graduates in the study ares

1.

Trends in maternity diagnoses, treatment, and

medications.

Films will be used in a pre- and post-showing

discussion setting.

2.
example;
3.

Special areas of general interest to all;

for

Premature care. Eh factor—blood exchange.
Research as reported in journals and as conducted

in the college and hospital.

Incidental meetings on the unit.

Occasionally as the

need arises the graduate staff in the inter-areas (postpartum,

nursery and delivery room) will meet alone to discuss needs,

Prob1^-solving situations, and various typical or unusual
procedures and conditions.

All avallsO^le

resources and opportunities for professional growth will be
utilized.

For instance, the supervisor will encourage and

make provision when possible for attendance of all pertinent

inservice education planned by the l»»8pital, classes offered

by the hospital and graduate sctools, professional meetings#
monthly Calijtornia State Kurses* Association District meetings,

Institutes, conventions, workshops, and obstetrical and gyne

cological physicians* staff meetings.

Graduate staff comraittees.

Graduate staff cmsaittees

will be set up and chosen by the group for the purpose ofj
1.

Revising and formulating new procedures.

2.

Developing projects for health teaching and edu

cational devices for the unit helpful to all the staff,
3.

Studying problems and needs encountered through

observation by the nurses in their various working capacities.

These ccmmrlttees will give weekly progress reports on

their projects at the staff meetings and receive suggestions
and help from the group.
IV.

SAMFUE ISfSERVICE PROJECT-ACTIVITIES

The staff nurses will discuss, plan, and assist in the
following areas of patient teaching as part of their inservice
education program,

I.

Patient and family health teachii^s
a*

An orientation booklet will be given to all
mothers upon admission. This will include

the necessary routine day-by-day instructions
and the content will be highlighted, with the
mothers, by the staff nurses. Content of the
booklet will be prepared by the nurses and dis
cussed in committees and inservice education
meetings.

b.

Classes for the postpartum patients will be
held tnio times a week.

Bath demonstrations

on a baby and personal hygiene of the mother
will be given by the morning nurses; formula
demonstration and the importance of observing
constructive child guidance and development
will be given by the afternoon nurses.
c.

Individual home care plan and instructions
will be reviewed with the mother on the day

of discharge, preferably by the team leader.
d.

e.

Antepartal classes—to include fathers. These
will be planned and taught by the maternity
staff. Tour of the hospital.
Referrals to the Public Health Department

relative to follow-up needs in the home, such
as specific care for pranatures, and abnor
malities in the newborn; or during the prenatal

period, will be decided by joint action of the
graduate nurses.

2.

Research projects—as helpful aids to patients in

labor; breast-feeding, bottle-feeding, diet in nursing, dental
status of mothers, and such.

3.

Procedure manuals and guides.

4,

Unit mechanics.

5,

Evaluation and rating sheets.

V.

EVALUATION

Evaluations (individual and group) for the iroprovaaent

of the insei^ice education program and of personnel performance,

patient care, mechanical aspects, and policies, ©aphasizing
the importance of team concepts will be considered.

Occasionally, written evaluations by patients and

nurses may be utilised,

it is conte«i>lated that an opinion-

naire would be sent home with patients periodically, to be

mailed bach giving their evaluation and exanents.

Pertinent

ne<Mls and suggestions reported by the patients would form
additional topics for discussion at the appropriate unit meet
ings.

Particularly, attention will be given to including those

mentioned by the graduates in the questionnaire.

VI.

AilTICIPATED WTCQKES

Some anticipated outcomes of the total inservice edu
cation plan (rabidly being iii^l4asented} aret
1.

Development of group activity ^r greater coopera

tive endeavor and interest in all areas throughout titie unit.
2.

Freedom of discussion and participation.

This will

also tend to reduce tension.

3.

Recognition of the individhial worth of peri^nnel

end patients, un<dU»rstendii^ of their points of view, and com
munication of that understanding to them.
4.

Fostering of sensitivity to open-mindedness and

insight into feelings of prejudice, permissiveness toward the

other person's point of view, and willir^ess to consider all
new idsasf thus respecting the %K>rth of every human being aM
acknowledging variations in people, opinions, and behavior,
5.

Recognition and cultivation of creative potenti

alities of the group; opportunity to alert these individuals
to their capabilities and guidance in developing thmm for the

general good. Thus individuals may discover their own facul
ties for creative, critical, and independent thought and
action.

6.

Effective two-way communication {what, why, how

and to whom) which can resolve conflicts and misunderstand

ings and be a channel by which all personnel can be enlight
ened participants concerning policies and practices, in
achieving the goals of the hospital.

7. Delegation of more responsibility to the graduate
staff—assistance in planning, interpreting, and evaluating

professional activities, and in problem-solving.
8.

Encouragement of the team plan concepts—enlarg

ing the vision of the nursing team.

9.

Delegation of responsibilities to proper levels

of unit personnel.

10.

Re-location of positions within unit areas as a

result of expressed desires from graduates themselves.

11. Keeping the staff informed on diagnoses of patients,
and trends in treatment and medications.

12.

Encouraging an improved environment and assistance

in teaching students of nursing,

13. Stimulating action, research, and follow-up, includ
ing home visits.

SUMMARY

A plan for Improving patient care through inservice
education is being introduced to the maternity unit*

This

plan includes a program for orientation of new personnel;
large group meetings to discuss trends, specific maternity
patient-centered problems, diagnoses, treatment, medications

and research; mall group meetings to discuss orientation,
procedures and techniques, professional relationships, pre«*
ventive and safety measures, emergency situations, emotional
aspects, spiritual opportunities, policy changes and additions,

communications, health teaching, and counselling and evalu
ation; and comoittees of graduate nurses for revising and
fomulating new procedures, developing projects for health

teaching, and studying problems and needs encountered
through observation by the nurses in their various worhing
capacities.

It is recognized that the topics listed for presen

tation in the various types of meetings discussed in this
chapter could be inter-changed or adapted to all of these
meetings.

The plan as described in this chapter, but in more
detail, is being incorporated into a manual of inservice
education to be used in this maternity unit.

This will be

augmented and revised frcmi time to time as the scope of the
program broadens.

cmmR vxi

sumiiiwr:^ ahd outcomes op the studt

X. SUMMI^T

h review of literature revealed no Xnodm reeeercih

on the Bpecific topic of a plan for ineervice education

in a maternity unit. However, literature on inaervice edu
cation and curriculum development was reviewed? (1) to find

out early and present interest in staff education? (2) to
determine goals and values of inservice education? (3) to
gain ideas as to method and content which could be used in
developing a plan? and (4) to find principles that need to
be included in developing an inservice education program.

The normative survey approach was used as the most
desirable i^thod of research for this study in an mttmapt
to assemble information and gather ideas to develop an

insssrvice education program through suggestions, incidents,

and problems e:^erienc®d by the graduate staff in the
maternity unit.

Several steps were ^i^loyed to gather the desired
information in developing the plan? (1) 'Wtie overall hospital
inservice education plan was studied? (2) cwnferences were
held with staff nurses early in the study? (3) six maternity

instructors and supervisors were interviewed? and (4) a
questionnaire was prepared and mailed to graduate nurses.

After careful re-evaluation of tlie preliolnary euft*

'
■ «»

ft♦r'^

Infomation aeeeeibled would fall into five major areae

(l> lei^th of ei^ployment and reason for leavingi (2) inaervice
educationi (3) orientationi (4>patient-centered nursing needs?

and (5) incidents, fhe questionnaire was cceiposed of a chec3clist. open-ended questions, and a page for the recordiz^ of
incidents.

fhe revised questionnaire with covering letter was

sent to thirty-five graduates who had h^n en^loyed in the
maternity unit since January, 1956, and those iforhiii^ in the
unit at the time the questionnaire was sent out May 14, 1957.
Twenty-five or seventy-one per cent of these questionnaires
were returned.

Xnfozmation from literature reviewed and the sug

gestions aund incidents sidmLtted by the graduate staff in
the questionnaire were used in developing an inservice edu
cation program for a small selected maternity unit to promote
better patient care.

The objectives used m a supplemental guide in the
preparation of the plan were similar to those of the Iwspi-

tal.

The following main points of the resulting inservice

education plan have been introduced to this maternity unit
and are to be ooordi.nated with the existing plan of the
hospital.

TiMB initial and continuing orientation will include

advance planning, early and follow-up periods of orientation.

.'Hi _ ^

and evaluation.

Meetin^e and conferences will be formulated including

(1> graduate staff meetingsi {2} graduate staff ward classesi
(3) incidental meetingsi (4) laiscellaneous professional auiet'*'
ingsf and (5> graduate staff ccmnaittees.
Continuous evaluation of the inservice education progran

will emphasize the importance of team concepts in the improve*
ment of personnel performance, patient care, unit operation
and policies.

II.

COSfCLUSIOIIE

■fhis study showed that there was evidence for long
range planning in inservico education*

The study revealed

a definite interest among the graduate staff to evolve their

creativity and development*

Already several changes have

been made in implementing the plan such as selection of cxmi*
mittees, re-evaluation of procedures and policies, meetings.

care.

The supervisor should keep up-to-date on the over
all hospital and ceannunity education opportninities for the
staff and keep the inservice education director informed of

special needs and opportunities related to tdie particular
area of maternity nursing.

This information should aim? be

available to the staff of the unit.

The plan suggests an effective continuing on-the-Job
two-way oemmunicative (what, why. how and to whan) progrma

which

(1) present an enviroisBoit to enhance profes

sional growth and patient carei (2) coordinate group think
ing and activity! (3) iiqprove interpersonal relationships

and un<torstanding motag all personneli (4) give evidence of
iaproved health of the nursesi (5) pro<note better understand
ing of intra-departnantal, inter-departanental and inter-

agencyi (6) present a greater a«irarei^sB of the nurse's

responsibility to the patient, l^spital, the coBSBunity, and
the nurse herselff and (7) iiig>rove concepts and skills in
givii^ cxeaprehensive nursing care.

ZZZ.

RECOHMEIiimTZOHS

From the findings and conclusions# it is recxsoaendedt
1.

That the directors of nursing service and inservice

education meet with the maternity superviTOr to plan and
evaluate the integration of the unit plan with the alrea%
socisting inservice program.

2.

That the supervisor with staff participation

critically luialyse the philosophy and objectives of the

existing inservice education program and that of the hospital#
as to how these goals can be int^rated with the maternity

unit's inservice education program.

Further# that staff

nurses be more directly involved in the ^namics and plannii^
of inservice education in the maternity unit# to stimulate
interest and motivate wider participation in these programs*
3.

That there be continuous evaluation# and that a

major re-evaluation of the inservice education prograaa of

«ie maternity unit be conducted at yearly intervals.
4.

That periodic comparison and evaluation of the

on«^oing inservice education plan be made with that of other
hospitals.

5.

That information be fiven to the supervisor

regardii^ the background and <|ualifications of each new
employee.

Zt is felt that a per«»nal interview between the

two siKSuld be arranged by the nursing office before en^loyment and before the scheduled <^te of unit orientation.

6.

That consideration be given as to Imiw adei|uate

information can best be presented to the new staff nurse in
the limited time available for her orientation.

7.

That in the light of the preceding recommendations

additional time be provided for the maternitY supervisor to
plan, coordinate, teach, evaluate, and revise the content and

methods to meet the appropriate nMds of the patient ac^
personnel,

a preliminary step to supply this need would be

to provide sufficient grahiate nurse help on the unit so

that those with leadership potential can relieve the mornir^
hei^ nurse rather than the eupervlsor <toing the relief,

8.

Finally, that greater cooperation and interchange

be encouraged with public health and other community agencies
to keep the health tema informed about the comprehensive
health needs of the patient.
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SCHOOL OP GRADUATE STUDIES
COLLEGE OF lEDICAL EVANGELISTS

LOMA. LINDA, CALIFORNIA

125 Moxmd Street
P.O. Box 162

Loma Linda, Calif.

May 14, 1957

Dear Graduate;

The interest you have shown and service which you have given
to the Loma Linda Maternity Unit has been greatly appreciated. It
is our desire to progressively improve patient care and the working
situation within our unit.

In partial fulfillment of the requirements for a Master's
degree at the College of Medical Evangelists, I am developing a
study on inservice education. This study needs jrour participation
to accomplish its purpose. Sharing with us your experiences and
evaluations will help us to see how we might give better patient
care. Your suggestions as to how things could be done differently
to stimulate job-satisfaction in our unit will also help us reach
our goal,

I would be grateful if you would fill out the enclosed

questionnaire and return it to me in the enclosed self-addressed
envelope. It is important that I have this information not later

than May 30, 1957, The information that will be received in your
report will be confidential and vriLll not be individually identified.
Thank you for your interest and cooperation.
Sincerely yours.

Ruth Wipperman
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APPENDIX ZZ

QUES TIOMAIRE FOR GRADUATES TOIO Alffi NOW WORKING
OR HAVE WORKED IN A SELECTED MTERNITY UNIT

DIRECTIONS!

I,

Please complete all the following items.

General

1, How long have you v/orked (or did you work) on the Loma Linda
Maternity Unit? Less than 3 mo»

6-9 mo«

1 year

other (specify number of years)
2. If you have left Loma Linda Maternity Unit, what was your reason
for leaving?

Inservice Education

(refers to all those activities provided by the

hospital or unit which give opportimity for continued professional
growth#)

1. Have you (or did you) attend any of the following professional
meetings?
Invited
to attend

Number of
times attended

Post graduate classes

Offered by hospital • « • • • • •
Offered by C»M.E» • • • • • • • •
Conventions
Workshops
. • .. • • .. # • • • •
C3NA District meetings • • • • • • • •

Professional nurses meetings • . • • • __________

________

R»N» Ward classes • • • • • • • • • • ________
Maternal
child vrelfare meetings • •

State your reasons for attending or not attending.

2# Would you v/elcome (or would you have welcomed) regular planned
unit classes?

Yes

On Duty time

No

Off Duty time

On your day offHour of the day

Length of each meeting
How often conducted

'

3. Are you willing (or would you have heen willing) to participate
in the development of unit classes?

Yes

No

U. What topics could he included ip. our group discussions to improve
the following:

Professional growth*
,

s. *"■

» >'-1.4a
?«

Joh satisfaction:

Orientation (introduction lof new personnel to the maternity unit).
1. Did your orientation give you a feeling of security and prepare
you in advance to meet immediate situations? Yes
No _____
State what you think were the strengths:

State what you think were the weaknesses:

.1

-

.

2. Who contributed the most in your orientation?
/ ,"5,»

' ^ .,J

Supervisor
Head nurse

Staff nurse

Other (specify)

3, Through what means were you given the most help when you were new
in the orientation? (List in order of value from 1 to 7 with

number 1 being the most valuable, number 2 next most valuable, etc.
Procedure book
Job description

Individual instruction
Policy manual
Demonstrations
Discussion groups
Lectures

Others (specify)

M-. How much time do you (or did you) think should have been spent
in your orientation?

__

5. What suggestions do you have for a hetter orientation of new
personnel?

V.

Patient-centered Hursing Needs;

1, Prom your past experience, what inprovements vrould give hetter
patient care in our unit?

2. How would you like the health teaching program conducted for
patients on our unit?

3, Give specific questions you have been asked by patients that
you have felt unprepared to answer adequately.

U, \^hat could be done on our unit to make it possible for you to
feel freer in making suggestions about your work and patient
care?

,
'V.

>

V-JI

CRITICAL INCIDSNT

You have experienced critical incidents in your work situations
on our maternity unit. A critical incident is a fact which you ex

perienced, important and unusual enough to have presented a conflict
problem or a feeling of dissatisfaction in your work. These incidents
may have occurred in various areas such as post pso'tum, nursery, labor
room, delivery room, or any personal relationship.
EXAiC-LSS:

I was asked to collect all necessary items needed in

preparation for a cesarean section.

This was my first week

in the delivery room, and I had not even witnessed a delivery

in this particular maternity unit.

I was expected to go to

the operating room and do all the duties.

A staff nxirse came to the Head Nurse about 11 A.M. and

said, "It will be impossible for me to meet my scheduled lunch
time; it took longer than I had planned to finish Mrs. Brown's
treatment."

The head nurse answered, "Another graduate took

care of six patients yesterday and you had only three this morn
ing. "

One of our mothers said, "Tell me more about the Rh factor
and what might happen to me or my baby." I was unprepared to
give her a satisfactory answer.

On the follovring three pages select three (3) critical incidents
of your own.

Bach of the following pages has space to record one in

cident. V/rite each of your three selected incidents on one of the~Tol1 nwjiig separate sheets of paper. The situation must be a critical in
cident before you record it.

V < ^

CRITICAL IHCIDEKT

Location of incident:

post partum

Hursery

Labor room

Delivery room

Position and/or title or individuals involved, (omit all proper names)
Approximate date^
Time of day,

A.M, Shift

P,M. Shift

Right

1, Write a difficult or embarrassing circumstance or situation that led
to the incident and report exactly what happened.

2, Ir/hat did you say and do?

3, VJhat was your reaction in this situation?

U, Why do you think this happened?

5, what was done to solve the situation.

6, Give suggestions as to how you think this incident could have been
avoided.

CRITICAL IICIDENT

Location of incident:

post partum

Nursery

Labor room

Delivery room

Position and/or title or individuals involved, (omit all proper names)
Approximate date.
Time of day.

A.M. Shift

P.M. Shift

Night

1.

Write a difficult or embarrassing circumstance or situation that led
to the incident and report exactly what happened.

2.

What did you say and do?

3.

What was your reaction in this situation?

'l.

Why do you think this happened?

5.

What was done to solve the situation.

6. Give suggestions as to how you think this incident could have been
avoided.

CRITICAL IHCIDBKT

Location of incident;

Post partum

'

lursery

Labor room

Delivery room

Position and/or title or individuals involved, (omit all proper names)
Approximate date.

Time of day.

A.M. Shift

P.M. Shift

Night
Night

1. Write a difficult or embarrassing circumstance or situation that led
to the incident and report exactly what happened.

2.

What did you say and do?

3. What was your reaction in this situation?
. ?

f

■»

»

U, Why do you think this happened?

5.

^Aiat was done to solve the situation.

Give suggestions as to how you think this incident could have been
avoided.
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APPENDIX IV

STAFF NURSES' CCMMENTS RELATIVE TO SPECIFIC SECTIONS
OF QUESTIONNAIRE

1.

Reasons for Attending Professional Meetings

"Like to attend to 'keep up' with new trends in nursing,"
"Enjoy fellowship,"
"Contribute suggestions."
"Ask advice in problems,"
"For information and inspiration,"

"General instruction in ray profession,"
"Review methods and procedures."

"Such classes tend toward better personnel relations,"

"Helps the worker to see the needs of the department and
how she can fit into the situation,"

"Enjoyed going when I was available."

"To keep up on what was going on in other fields,"
"They were well conducted and interesting, presenting
new medical techniques and better ways to meet difficult or
unfamiliar situations,"

"I attended because I felt that I needed identification

with a professional group and found the association stimulating,"
"My reason for attending is to gain knowledge that would
help me professionally."

2,

Reasons for Not Attending Professional Meetings

"R.N, classes are Wednesday night—^would rather attend
prayer meeting, I would like to attend such classes in order
to keep up with present nursing and medical ideas and one
always learns something,"

"I would be interested in attending more professional
meetings but since most meetings are held in the evening my
hours on duty prevent my attendance."
"Work nights and usually did not know about meetings."
"The professional meetings were held after I came on
duty and could not go,"
"Previous appointment."
"Sometimes a waste of time,"

"Transportation problem,"
"Loss of sleep it would dmand."
"Not invited and doubt there were any since I have
been here,"

"No conventions—too tied up with personal affairs
at hcMne,"

"Some were on duty time and I was not able to attend—
no relief,"

"Did not know of any except C.S.N.A. and I was not a
menber."

"Inconvenience,"
N>

"Haven't been out of school long enough,"

*********

"How to detect and meet the emotional needs of patients."
"Case studies on interested cases with doctors giving
lectures which are closely related. Films on related subjects."

"Discussion and review of ethical problems." (3)*
"Study of questions and answers most frequently asked
by patients,"

*Nximbers indicate other similar responses.

"La-test developments in research and procedures as
reported in nurses magazines."

"New developments in obstetrical care." (5)
"Discussion in the care of complications and emergency
situations."

"New ideas used in other like units, learned from dif

ferent meetings attended, that would help growth."

"Lectures on pertinent subjects as safety measures in
the delivery room and anesthetics."

"Health teaching material, visual aids, and 'mental

therapy*—this presents a very definite need to combat hypnosis
and mental suggestions."

"Improvanent of nursing techniques."
"Lectures by doctor on new drugs and anesthesia used
in delivery room."

"Care of premature infants.
turbed mothers and mothers-to-be.

Care of emotionally dis
Teaching mothers how to

properly care for their babies including how to nurse and feed
their babies while they are still in the hospital."
"Ward classes on practical thinking for nurses."
"Practical methods of health teaching,"

"Relation of graduate nurse and practical nurse. . .
importance of thorough consistant orientation."
"The place of the nursing student in maternity. ..
what should we expect of her?"

"How to work together so each will equally share the
load of unit responsibilities."
"Work well done gives more satisfaction to the indi
vidual nurse than any other one thing."
"Proper orientation of new workers."
"Lack of facilities with which to complete treatments
in time allowed—more zoalites, etc."

"Discussion of routine nursing care."

"Meeting at least once a wee3c to iron out problems and
questions about procedures."
"How best to care for various instances of ©aaergencies."
"Prefer rotation of shifts."

"Period of suggestions and discussion with group par

ticipation for more efficient service with any problem of the
job,"

"Introduction of the newborn baby to mother and father."

"Including the father in classes in care of the newborn
and his responsibilities."
"Teamwork between head nurse and other nurses (delivery
room and nursery)"

"Better understanding between off-going and on-coming
shifts."

"Includes team work—cbility to get along with others,
ones attitude and religious belief."
"Complete job analysis."

"Hospital policies that relate to our uniti

rooming-in

procedure, when this is to be in effect, interpersonal relation
ships—how to understand ourselves and others,"
*********

5.

Strengths in Orientation

". , « the opportunity to work with the nurse whom I
was to relieve for several days. Access to procedure book
(. , . allowed to take it home.)"
"Thorough orientation is very important and gives a

feeling of security. To have a thorough knowledge what to do
in any case of emergency—especially is this true in care of
the newborn."

"Assignments by supervisor.

Individual instruction and

demonstration in procedures by supervisor or head nurse."

"Help received frcmi supejrvisor.
to help."

Interest shown by all

"Individual instruction given me and demonstration

and procedure book examples, etc." (3)
"A thorough orientation as to where things are kept,

procedures explained and emergencies that conmonly occur and
where to find things to meet then."

"I was given the feeling that I was needed and was
assured that I could fill that need."

"The nurses were friendly, understanding, and were
always willing to answer ray questions."
"I received orientation to all divisions on maternity

unit (Nursery, Delivery room, and Postpartum) which gives a
better understanding of how the unit, as a whole is run. Also
I had a better idea what to do later when working in difficult
places."
"Since I worked on relief for a few months I felt at

ease in the department."

"I liked the orientation procedure checks."
"Friendliness and willingness to make one comfortable
by introductions to other personnel. Procedure demonstration."
(2)
"It didn't take long to find out where supplies were
and the technique used. It is a well set-up unit. The
procedure manual is very helpful."
"Sufficient time to learn procedures correctly."
"The person who oriented me was thoroughly acquainted
with the procedures herself."

6.

Weaknesses in Orientation

"Expected to take full responsibility of desk before
being fully prepared. . ,.

"Not enough orientation before having to work alone."
"Orientation should always be given by graduate staff
nurses rather than L.V.N.'s or other. Work book was not always
available."

"Not prepared for emergency treatment.

Not enough

actual time working with supervisor before being given full
responsibility at night."

"Some instances of past emergencies explained—^what to
do or what was done would have helped. Tried to learn how to
do rectal examinations but sems I depended on intern too much
and also it was difficult to have them explain just what I was
to look and feel for. Could have been more intelligent if I
had known the how and what of rectals. Probably that would
come by practice."
"It was not my privilege to work with anyone before I

was placed on my job. A lot of things I had to learn by trial
and error or just reading any instruction I might find here and
there." (2)

"Techniques differed with different danonstrators."
"If unit is busy there is no time to really orientate
anyone else."

"Could give a period just to go around and find things,
after the orientation, by one's self."
"There seemed to be no definite plan for orientation—no
job description. Too heavy a load for head nurses and super~
visor.

Scheduled for another unit before orientation was com

plete."
"Too brief. No patients on that day for practice
experience. No demonstrations. I learned mostly by trial and
error and past experience in delivery room."
"I did not receive enough of an orientation to the
afternoon shift routines thus having no idea of what I was
supposed to do there."
"More shifts with another graduate would be helpful—
especially in the delivery room."
"Nurse in delivery room talked too fast and it made
things harder to grasp because of that, I feel taking one

patient through admission, preparation, delivery, the care
of the baby and chart would be a better way of orientating
in the delivery room—one gets a complete picture then."
"I felt the nursery orientation was inadequate.
because the nurse was not interested in her work.

Probably

The orienta

tion was not thorough and when one has not been in a department
of that type for several years, nothing should be missed. No
definite planned program or orientation."

"I was not shown where everything was in the delivery
room, labor room, and work room at the time I was assigned to
be in charge of the delivery room unit the first day I worked
there. I was not shown where the supplies, etc. were located.
I was not shown or told how to put up bundles, etc.

Some of

the techniques were demonstrated and explained later on," (2)
"Too heavy nursery count for one person to handle ade
quately without detriment to health and disposition."
******•««

Suggestions for Improving Orientation

"D«Bonstrate all procedures used on unit before nurse

begins her duties on the unit—nurse being allowed time while
learning as they do in many state institutions."
"Current procedure books and job analysis book in order
and always available."

"Be sure the one being oriented has a chance to practice
what she should know of her job."
"If the plan now supposedly in use of having check sheets

were used rather than just place the new worker on the job with
little or no orientation."

"Gradual orientation—not cramming all at one time."

"Plan for head nurse or other graduate to be relieved
largely of other responsibilities for one week to work with
personnel. Leave new worker in one situation until she her
self feels secure before placing her in a different situation."
"Good instruction and practical d^onstration by someone
yrho is well acquainted with the unit."
"One and one-half to two weeks with graduate in the
particular department."

"Delivery room—go through complete set-up with one or
more patients introducing her exactly where everything is kept
or stored."

"Give them a general idea what their job is and what
their responsibilities are. Show thean the unit. Have them

read procedure book and policy manual and answer their questions.
Make sure they know the where-abouts and use of all equipment,

let them work with the person they are relieving."

"Take new worker through the unit—explciining where
supplies arei manipulation of delivery table. Demonstration
at least once by the head nurse of the method of scurbbing
patient for delivery and go right through the delivery with
the new worker and clean up afterwards.
etc, of delivery."

Explain charting,

"Have the individual assigned to only one area (Nursery,
Delivery room and postpartum) until she has fairly mastered
the procedures before transferring her to another area.

Too

frequent transferring often frustrates the individual because
she cannot see herself as an adequate person performing as she
feels she should,"

"Orient thoa the first day—since we learn by doing,
let them doj but be near by if they have questions,"

"They start in orientation perhaps several weeks before
they will be expected to be responsible and each day may be
given chance to take more initiative and ask for help and
question when necessary."

*********

"The plan in operation for care of patients seems quite
adequate from my observation as nurse and patient. In delivery
room when we were very busy I personally felt I could not spend
enough time with patients in labor. I have also felt that
patients after the third postpartxim day, should be encouraged
to give their own baths (except for back area). It is good
mild exercise for them."
"Better trained workers.

I feel it is a mistake to

employ 'street girls' with no knowledge or experience. Little
or no interest in people or the reputation of our institution.
Some too indolent to give baths or even undo pad belts or binder
to rub backs."

"Give fewer patients to nurses who have Cesarean sections
and have the responsibility of giving medications."

"Speaking of night duty only—a graduate nurse full time
on the floor instead of depending on night supervisor and her
assistant."

"Se^s exceptionally good. (2) Sometimes, when busy
would it be possible to have someone rotate around where it
is busy."

"Making definite assignments to each group nurse for
health teaching—as Mrs. Jones—circumcision care this a.m.,
breast care in p.m., etc."
"Prenatal classes for mothers."

"Adequate personnel (number, experience and spirit of
cooperation).

Up-to-date procedure books."

"Better orientation.

patients,

Case discussions of problem

perhaps at time a few more nurses in relation to

amount of patients."

*********

Cmprove

"Classes at least bi-weekly to assure all patients an

opportunity to attend,

individual teaching as opportunity

arises or is created."

". . . a special class to guide new employees in
instructing patients."

"Very good to have health teaching program. The majority
of our women in maternity know little about caring for their
health and babies health, diet, etc.

They don't know why

sterile procedures are necessary. Some think it is not neces
sary to be careful to prevent infections—think only weaklings
succomb to germs."

"Individual instruction by nurse while working with
patients."

"1 think that along with the demonstration bath there
should also be a formula demonstration. .. ."

"Lectures or showing pictures. .. ."

"Have questions. .. asked in group that haven't been
answered at bedside.

Continue to make sure every mother is

instructed about bathing and feeding of baby.

points about relieving collic.

Add different

Stress different feeding habits

of different babies."

"Classes for all group nurses teaching th®a how to use
health teaching aids and helping them to realize the satis
faction that comes from teaching new mothers."

"For the average new mother I think the classes you
had when I was there were good. For very anxious upset mothers
individual demonstration and return demonstration might be
needed."

"Know what you want to teach—why, when and how.

by example.

Teach

Plan and carry out definite health teaching

classes."

"The Life and Health magazine for each room would be
helpful. Perhaps student nurses could hold health lectures
for mothers,—as part of their denominational health class
teaching."

"I would like to see definite patient teaching program
set up to give group and individual teaching. This type of
program would be a project within itself and could be set up
with cooperation of clinical instructor, supervisor, and head
nurse. ... I would like to see our whole patient teaching
program re-evaluated and reconstructed where necessary so
that all of the personnel are involved."

"I think at present we have great opportunity to do
health teaching with our patients if we could just be inspired
to make good use of our opportunities. .. ."

10•

Questions asked by Patients Which Graduates Felt Unprepared

to Answer

"Why can't I have a shower when my roommate can?

I

delivered before she did."

"Questions about Rh factors? How many Cesarean Sections
can a patient have? Wiiat is the lowest term of pregnancy at

which a premature baby can survive? How to keep down appetite
during pregnancy to prevent overweight."
"Who is the best doctor and why does this hospital charge
more than the other hospitals."

"Sibling jealousy. Left handedness. Causes of feeling
of depression, inadequacy, etc."
"How long before the baby will be born—can you tell
whether it is a boy or girl by the FHT. What are the "Gases
in Trilene."

"What governs the birth of a dead fetus."

"Questions aijout blood types as Rh factor and other
incompatible blood. Questions about the baby (premature
and abnormal]^."

"Questions pertaining to formula making, diet, care of
baby, etc."
"Why do I take this medicine? What is it for? What
is the price of this room? When do they start to feed the
babies in the nursery?"

*********

11.

Recommendations for Increasing the Feeling of Freedom in

"When a suggestion is made, though it may not be practical,
the one making it should not be made to feel foolish. It could
still be discussed in such a manner that he can see for himself."

"If all could take suggestions as meant, and at no time
feel that a suggestion or remark was a personal criticism. , *
that the thing had not been done before. This is a common
weakness that probably prevents rminders and suggestions being
made. ... Also realize the needs of our maternity unit. ...
Does not get the cooperation she should have from nursing office—
they do not sense the situation we face but evidentally think
they know best."
"I wish it were possible for the head of the maternity
department to have the cooperation of the nursing office and
that the nursing office had the proper help available so that
when each shift came the head nurse on each shift would know

that the needs were covered. If this were true perhaps 3-11
head nurse could have early evening admissions taken care of
before 10j45 p.m. and not stay over routinely charting medi
cines, etc."

"Giving time in conferences for the making of such sug
gestions by nurses."
"A suggestion box, but not have to sign names to it and
read off at counsel time so suggestions would not be dupli
cated. . , ." (2)

". .. need ... a better spirit of cooperation between
shifts rather than a spirit of condemnation of other shifts. • «
you feel if you do say something they will feel you are find
ing fault."

"A group meeting with any suggestions for improvement
brought up. Any problems concerning patient care asked.
Informal feeling during meeting. Have personnel write down
problems encountered that would be of help to others and bring
them to meeting."
"I feel that the head nurse should know the definite
interests of the new worker and that if she is interested in

delivery room for instance, she should not be scheduled to work
in the nursery. There should be relief nurses who know in
advance that they will be relieving in various areas."
"It seems to me that a conference should be planned with
the new worker, the director of nursing service, the supervisor
and the head nurse on the shift which the new worker will be on.

Perhaps a conference of this kind should take place at intervals
with workers who are not new workers."

"Discussion with the OB, Gyn Committee. O feel that
head nurses as well as supervisors should be invited by the
doctor to participate in these discussions,"
"Carry out some of the suggestions that are made so a
person would feel that something is accomplished by the sug
gestion,"

"More planned meetings to air grievances. Emphasize
interpersonal relationships and create atmosphere of accept
ance that would be conducive for good straight forward exchange
of thoughts. It might be well to include some technics in
interpersonal relationships in the unit meetings so that some

nurses not already aware of these might be better informed."(2)
"Arrange for all nurses to be relieved for attendance
at unit meetings, at least for a part of the meeting. No
person should have to be the martyr or the one imposed upon,"

APPENDIX V

SUMMARY OP MAJOR AREAS OF INCIDENTS

1,

Incidents Related to Professional RelatlonsMps

a.

Relationships between nurse and nurse.

Soon after a graduate began working in the delivery
room, she was found to officiate at a delivery before the
doctor or head nurse arrived. This graduate felt this frus

trating experience could have been avoided if the head nurse
had realized the need and had responded promptly to the
©aergency bell.

A graduate in the nursery had the responsibility of
fifteen babies including one premature baby. The head nurse
was aware of the need in the nursery but when extra help came
it was sent to the medical unit. The resulting emotional
reaction could have been avoided if necessary explanation had

been made to the graduate in the nursery.

A need for more

healthy interpersonal relationships with two-way channels of
communication is needed.

*********

A newly employed graduate was told by the director that
she could work in the nursery.

However she was placed in the

delivery room four weeks because of the need. During this time
this graduate was sorry she had given up a job which paid much
better in another hospital and where her personal preferences

were apparently considered.

It was felt the tension could have

been lessened had there been a better understanding between the

director and graduate as to the time of the particular opening
in the nursery.

*********

A graduate was asked twice to give a medication, which
she refused, at first, to give. This graduate stated that she
had not been assigned to give medicines. The head nurse told
her that the regular medicine room nurse was in the midst of a
treatment and this medication needed to be given inmiediately.

There was failure to understand that when one nurse is unable

to perform a certain procedure, though not assigned to her,
another should be willing to help in an anergency. The head
nurse thought this feeling was due to work pressure, and that
this older nurse had had a sense of inefficiency and felt some
what unwanted by the group generally because she was unable to
keep up with what was expected of her.

*********

A head nurse was showing a group of beginning students
the delivery room unit. The delivery room graduate was assist
ing in the routine dusting.

At this time the head nurse called

her attention to same dried streaks of blood at the foot of the

delivery room table.

The head nurse remarked that some people

couldn't see straight.
was meant for her.

The delivery room nurse thought this

The "Golden Rule" and tact could have avoided

this and a later time chosen to call the nurse's attention to
the stains.

*********

A head nurse asked the delivery room graduate to do
an early a.m. care on a patient. The graduate on nights was
waiting for the ctoctor to finish repairing the patient's
episiotomy. it was a few minutes before 7 a.m. When the day
graduate came to relieve the 11-7 graduate there were unneces
sary remarks and some friction developed between these two
graduates, "nie day graduate felt this could have been avoided
if she could have assximed her duties in the delivery room at
the regular time.

*********

A graduate on nights in charge of delivery room, by
mistake placed the baby's footprints in the space designated
for fingerprints, A few nights later a note was left for the
graduate to correct this error, it happened to be one of those
nights when she had a delivery and worked six hours to clear

away the a.m. and p.m. unfinished duties.

The day charge nurse

insisted that the night graduate take care of her own error.

This caused an ill feeling. The night graduate thought this
incident could have been avoided could there have been greater
sharing and understanding of duties and problems by all shifts.
*********

A head nurse faced this situations

three deliveries

going on# a doctor wishing to remove sutures, medications to
be given, laboratory requesting two catheterized urine specimens
to be sent at once, telephone ringing almost continuously, and
no ward secretary. She called another uixit asking for help to
tide over the emergency.

After much hesitation the help was

grudgingly given. The immediate situation was solved when a
graduate from another unit gave about 20 minutes time, but the

poor feeling still persists between the units.

It was felt

that there was lack of understanding and unity and too great
pressure.

It was suggested that the number of surgical patients
be limited to those who could be properly cared for on the
Surgical unit rather than overcrowding the surgery schedules
thus necessitating transfers to the Maternity unit. Further,
that either a student or a graduate be on duty on the p.m.
shift, with reasonable assignments, so that the head nurse is

not responsible for medications, catheterizations, etc.
*********

It was 11 p.m. The graduate had been very busy the
entire evening and was unable to complete her routine duties
on time. She was asked to help the oncoming shift, and
remained until 1 a.m.

However, she continued to work in a

spirit of "disgust" and was tired, for she had worked very
hard on her own shift.

She felt there was a chronic situation

and a lack of cooperation on the unit between professionals.

*********

One graduate, working on maternity unit, learned
that another desirable nurse who was interested in obstetrics

chose to accept a position at another hospital because she
would get more pay and more week-ends off. The graduate work
ing on maternity unit recognized the need of additional compe
tent help and felt that something could be done to encourage
such interested graduates to join the staff.

*********

b.

Relationships between doctor and nurse.

A graduate on nights notified the doctor at 3 a.m.
that his patient was making rather rapid progress toward
delivery. This patient was a multipara and the graduate was
anxious for this doctor to be available at the time of delivery.

The doctor said to call him later. When the patient* s cervix
was 7-8 aa dilated the doctor was called again by the graduate.

Shortly after this call the patient was taken to the delivery
room and prepared for delivery. The doctor had not as yet
arrived so the graduate called the third time and discovered
that he had not left his home.

As a result the patient was

delivered by the intern and both patient and doctor were angry.
The graduate did detailed charting about the three
times the doctor had been called and how she reported the

progress of his patient in labor.

The graduate felt if the

doctor could get more sleep this incident could have been
avoided.

*********

At llt30 p.m. the doctor came into the nursery to do
a circumcision. No routine laboratory work had been done or
consent signed by the mother. The graduate was in the process
of admitting four babies and felt this was not an emergency
and could have been recognized as a routine daytime procedure.

*********

A patient had been given a routine formula book to

follow in preparing her baby's fomula.

The doctor discovered

it, tore it in half and discarded it.

He gave the patient one

of his cywn, using a different method.

The head nurse apolo

gized to the doctor for not being aware of his preference.
Better communications between the nursery graduate and the
doctor vrauld have avoided such embarrassment.

*********

The delivery room graduate had admitted a patient in
labor. It was routine to notify the intern when a new patient
was admitted! however, the operator was unable to reach him
for 2 hours. The intern had neglected to write on the board

where he could be reached.

The graduate had the impression the

intern was not interested and showed poor communications.

*********

Shortly after a graduate arrived on the maternity unit
at 7 a.m., a patient told her that she had to be discharged
early because her husband had to open the pharmacy where he
worked. The husband arrived at 7s30 a.m. to take his wife home.
Neither the mother nor the baby had been checked for discharge.
The intern on first call was scrubbing for surgery and the intern
on obstetrical service would not report on duty until 8 a.m.
Lack of forethought or perhaps knowledge of situation in time
was the reason this happened.
*********

A raultipara in moderately difficult labor, was 7 cm
dilated. The doctor gave instructions to place a tight abdomenal
binder and take her for a walk. The intern left for anotner unit,
and the doctor went to rest.

Later complete dilatation was

reported to the doctor. He said that a sterile vaginal would
be done. The baby was born in ten minutes. The doctor felt he
did not need to check the patient himself. The graduate went

through a frustrating experience trying to develop confidence
in this doctor.

*********

A nurseiy graduate mentioned, in the delivery room,

that the cord clamp had come off of the newborn.

Fortunately

there was no bleeding and the clamp was replaced by the super
visor immediately. The doctor was repairing the episiotomy.
When he heard this ranark he became angry and said, "The

delivery room graduate pulled it off while foot-printing the
baby." He later reported this to the director of nursing
service.

The supervisor felt this was an injustice to the

delivery room graduate since there was no bleeding from the
cord and the incident could have been dropped.
*********
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When the nurses on the II-7 shift caene on duty they
were told that a doctor wanted to dk> exchange blood transfusion
on an infant. A graduate had never seen one and started look

ing for the procedure and necessary si:^plie8. It took much
time to collect the supplies. The graduate suggested that all
equipiaent be in one central place ready at all timesi and that
minor surgery handle the whole procedure where possible as
little help is available on maternity during the night to
'*tie up" the only graduate for several hours.
*•*••••**

A night supervisor reports that an older foreign gradu
ate nurse who had little orientation* a language barrier* and
lack of understanding of delivery rocmi routine and methods*
continued for four months to make what could have been serious

errors—breaks in techniques, giving of wrong medication, etc.
Many errors have been prevented hy keen observation of licensed
vocational nurses on the postpartum unit. The night super
visor has many times reported the sit\iation to the nursing
office and feels this graduate cannot satisfactorily fill the
position as charge nurse of the delivery rocea. Due to lack
of help* this graduate* the night supervisor* and the doctors
continue these frustrating experiences. Longer orientation
periods before placing a graduate in charge on the night shift
and having a younger capable graduate given the opportunity
with pay to prepare herself for the necessary experience
required for the delivery room would help prevent such situ-ations.

**•««****

One graduate nurse was asked to do the routine duties for

a Cesarean Section performed in the operating room. She had
never been in the operating room during her period of orientation.
The operating xoata supervisor asked her to do unfamiliar duties
since the student had disappeared* and became impatient. "What
does one say to the supervisor?" She felt there was lack of co
operation* as far as acquainting personnel* in both departments*
and thought the supervisor or head nurse fvam maternity 8lM>uld
have gone to the operating rocxii for this procedure.

A delivery room graduate called to the graduate on
postpartum to come and help her immediately. There were two
sudden deliveries. The graduate had never worked in the
delivery room and was unprepared to give much assistance and
the result was a frustrating experience.

*********

Two patients delivered at the same time while the
head nurse was having her supper hour. The only other gradu
ate on postpartum had not been oriented to the delivery room
routine and was unable to meet the emergency situation.

The

delivery room graduate requested that one other capable gradu
ate well-oriented to delivery room should always be available
to meet mergency situations.

*********

A nurse went to the operating room to assist with a
Cesarean Section. The pediatrician called for suction soon
after the baby was born. He became impatient because the
nurse did not know how to make connection for suction in the

operating room. Proper orientation to this emergency pro
cedure and foresight on the part of the graduate could have
avoided this.

*********

A graduate was doing bedside nursing and felt reason
ably secure in the situation. One evening the head nurse
asked her to relieve her the following day as the regular
relief nurse was ill. The graduate refused because she felt
unprepared. She recommended that graduates should become
familiar with the head nurses* duties and they should be pre
pared to meet such requests.

*********

A new graduate had 25 babies to care for through the
night. One of her duties was to have ready a new formula
sheet for the day shift. Having so many babies she needed to
use two sheets. When the 7-3 graduate came on she grabbed the
sheet, erased the names on the second sheet and crowded them
all on one page and said, "We have always done it this way and
we aren't changing now."

Actually what happened was that the nurse placed the
names on a wrong formula order not knowing the difference.
Had she been properly instructed in her orientation this
incident would not have happened.
*********

The L.V.N. took a baby into the mother's room and
called the name on the Ident-A-Band. At the time the patient

accepted the baby the L.V.N. discovered there was another
patient in the same room with a similar name and observed she
had misread the name. Having a corresponding number with that
of the mother and a more readable printing could have avoided
this embarrassment.

*********

This graduate was a new ©aiployee. The patient was in
labor having severe contractions. The nurse checked the
routine orders on the card and it read "Trilene may be given
p.r.n." She then started the Trilene. Soon the doctor came
in and was angry because it had been started before the patient

had O^erol.

Some explanation on the card and during the

orientation of various doctors' likes night have prevented
this situation.

*********
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3.

Incidents Related to Patient-Centered Nursing Needs

One doctor had five patients admitted to the delivery
room for routine induction; one was a toxemia patient. There
were five intravenouses going at the same time. Suddenly one
patient had a large amount of ^esis and her intravenous
needle came out. In the process of cleaning up, the other
patients were neglected and the doctor was unhappy. The gradu
ate thought this might have been avoided if help could have
been available sooner.

It **** '**

-!!*

A patient reported to the graduate nurse that she had
had a defecation. The graduate asked the patient to go back
to bed and she would give her a perineal cleansing. The
patient explained that she had given herself a pour with the
regular routine urine measuring container and she did not
want to bother the nurse.

Lack of detailed instruction to

the patient was the reason for this error.

*********

While a patient was being taken to the labor room,

her husband observed the cracked ceiling and wondered if it
was safe to go through the hall. The attending nurse stated
that the condition had been reported and plans were being
made for repair. "Good building in the first place and repair
as soon as needed," stated the graduate, "would avoid such
^libarrassment."

*********

All personnel except the nurse-aide on postpartum had
been alerted that a newborn was for adoption and the mother
was not to be notified as to sex, weight, etc. Soon after

birth, the newborn was removed to the nursery with instructions
that the baby was not to be shown. The nurse-aide on post
partum, being a baby-lover, took special note that the baby was
very cute, healthy and strong, and when moving the mother from

delivery room, she wished to say something encouraging and
remarked, "My, you certainly did have a darling big boy," The
graduate explained to the patient that the aide was not in the

delivery room; therefore, had little knowledge about the baby's
birth. She also spoke to the nurse-aide in private, and
reported the incident to the physician. Frequently aides are

not taught the art of tactfulness, and need more specific
instructions on how to talk with patients and about patients
when near tham; and to take seriously instructions concerning
specific situations.
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An L.V.N. and under-graduate relief were scheduled at

the same time on the 11-7 shift with no graduate in charge.
Errors of giving wrong formula were reported to the general
night supervisor. The situation presented a frustrating feel
ing as to who was in charge in the nursery. The general night
supervisor stressed the need of a capable graduate to be in
charge of the nursery.
*********

About one month before admission a mother came to the

hospital to make inquiry regarding "rooming-in." She explained
that her two previous experiences in hospitals on Maternity

units had been disappointing and she hoped this experience
would be satisfying.

The head nurse explained the "modified rooming-in plan"
and the mother seemed pleased and went away expressing joyful
anticipation.

The mother delivered on this head nurse's day off and
the "rooming-in" plan was not put into operation until her
return about 48 hours after delivery. The mother felt "cheated"
out of some hours of "rooming-in" experience but adjusted very
readily and was very happy.
The next morning another graduate asked the mother if
she was going to bathe her baby and when she said she under

stood the baby was to be returned to the nursery this graduate
told her that her baby would have to be put in the isolation
nursery.

By afternoon the head nurse found the mother in tears

fearing that something unusual had taken place.

This incident could have been avoided had there been

a thorough understanding of the details of the "modified
rooming-in" plan.

*********
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ABSTRACT

Th« purpose of thin study was to develop a plan for
Inservice education for the graduate nurse staff in a sraall
maternity unit that would encourage optimum nursing care.

A questionnaire was prepared and given to those nurses
who had been «a^loyed in the maternity unit ihiring t-he sixteen
month period prior to the date of mailing the questionnaire.
The responses from the nurses slsswsd that they would
welocsne an inservice education plan that would provide am

improved orientation progrmn and aeetings for discussion to
foster self improvoaent and better patient care,

critical

incidents reported by the nurses showed the need for i^roved

professional relationships, and for each graduate nurse to have
a greater knowledge of the total picture of maternity nursing
in both intra'-departmental and in the Ixmm*

The over-all plan in the selected hospital was reviewed
carefully in order that the plan developed for the maternity
unit %«3Uld be in harmony with the ovey-all ho^ital philoTOphy
and objectives for inservice education, personnel development,
and improved patient care.

A plan was developed in which specific steps were

given for the orientation of new persqnneli over-all gradate
nurse staff meetings, ward classes, inter-area meetings, and

professional team meetings were planned to meet the needs of
the various gxoups.

Suggestions were made for setting up

graduate staff committees for the carrying out of projects.
A plan for continuous and periodic evaluation was suggested.

Fro® the beginning of its conception the inservice
education program was developed with eager cooperation and
participation by the graduate nurses concerned.

Already

many benefits have been achieved. . It Is hoped that as a
result of this study the potential of each nurse for the

giving of optimum nursing care will' be realized.

